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Mr. Potato Head

This classic toy is great with
teaching body parts as well
as communicating with
others.  Helps with producing
different consonant /vowel
words as well as other
patterns of speech.

Measure Up Cups
These stacking cups not only
provide stacking/nesting,
they also provide numbers,
patterns, animals and a
plethora of information
with each cup!

Eye Found It
Board Game

Game that works on visual
perceptual skills needed for
reading and turn taking and
cooperation which are age
appropriate social and self-
regulation skills. It is also
fun for the whole family! 

These toys are 100% kid and therapist approved! Most 
under
 $30!

Each toy offers fun and unique ways to play while
enhancing your child's developmental skills. 

CLICK EACH TOY FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION & OPTIONS.

Learning Resources
Gemstone Break Game

This fun game activity is great for bilateral
coordination, modulation of force, color and
shape identification!
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Pop the Pig Game
Good for turn taking, number recognition and

matching. great for targeting following directions,
color identification, reinforcer for targeting

articulation sounds, and requesting in younger
kids. It is super beneficial because the game is very

engaging and fun!  

LEARN MORE

Ages 3-5 Gift Guide

Water Beads

Sensory toy that can build on
tactile tolerance and fine
motor coordination skills
especially when adding tools
to retrieving specific colors or
other toys placed into the
mix. 

Surprise Boxes

Fun game with surprises at
every turn!  Great for
developing vocabulary
and can be used in lots of
ways - counting, colors,
labeling, actions, etc!

Quiet Loud Book

Helps teach the concepts of
Quiet and Loud and how a
child can think about their
own volume when they are
talking. There are several
great books in this series. 

Big Feelings Pineapple
Teaches the most basic emotions. idea of using a toy
to create a face for an emotion, then to see if the child
can imitate the facial expression, as well as having a
parent show an emotion and see if the child can guess
it. Learning about emotions is a great way to help
children be able to communicate about what's going
on in their internal life as they develop speech
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Play Food Set
Group food into different
categories (breakfast, lunch,
vegetables, sweets). Pretend
to make food while practicing
sequencing skills. Work on the
verbs "cook," "eat," and
"give." Work on requesting.
This list is also endless!

Pie Sorting Game

Works on a variety of
sorting beyond just colors.
In addition, it works on
grasp coordination. As the
child improves and gains
skill you can add to this
game by using different
types of tongs, tweezers, etc

Magnatiles

These fun magnetic tiles
target early language skills.
works on requesting,
labeling colors, labeling
shapes, creativity of making
and constructing different
things.  Endless learning
opportunities!

Ages 3-5 Gift Guide

Magnetic Dress
Up People

Great for labeling clothing
items, requesting, commenting
with 2-3 word phrases and
identifying pronouns.  Fun
open-ended play!

Wooden Pattern Blocks

This fun game activity works
on bilateral coordination,
eye-hand coordination, and
visual motor integration.
This also challenges a child's
patience when trying to
accurately place blocks. 
 What's great about this set
is that the cards offer the
answers on one side and the
assembled picture on the
other side so parents do not
have to struggle as well! 

LEARN MORE
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Wind-Up Robots (5 pc set)
Wind-up toys are excellent conversation-starters that will get
kids talking. For children who are not bothered by the sound
that the wind-up toy makes- these require an adult to wind-up,
because young kids don't have the motor skills to wind up
independently. This gives an opportunity to make a request. 
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Ages 3-5 Gift Guide

Little Tikes Trampoline

Fun toy that targets
increased leg strength,
endurance, and
coordination! Great way
to  burn some energy too!

Building Blocks

Classic, toy that encourages
following directions, turn-
taking, shapes, you can build
tall and short towers, you can
work on patterns…red, blue,
red, blue…what comes next? 

WISHING YOU A WONDERFUL

HOLIDAY WITH YOUR
FAMILY!

 
EVERYONE AT RALEIGH

THERAPY SERVICES,  INC.
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